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It has been shown that developing a supercavitating flow around under-water projectiles has
a significant effect on their drag reduction. As such, it has been a subject of growing attention
in the recent decades. In this paper, a numerical and experimental study of supercavitating
flows around axisymmetric cavitators is presented. The experiments are conducted in a
semi-open loop water tunnel. According to the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations
and mass transfer model, a three-component cavitation model is proposed to simulate the
cavitating flow. The corresponding governing equations are solved using the finite element
method and the mixture Rayleigh-Plesset model. The main objective of this research is
to study the effects of some important parameters of these flows such as the cavitation
number, Reynolds number and conic angle of the cavitators on the drag coefficient as well
as the dimensions of cavities developed around the submerged bodies. A comparison of
the numerical and experimental results shows that the numerical method is able to predict
accurately the shape parameters of the natural cavitation phenomena such as cavity length,
cavity diameter and cavity shape. The results also indicate that the cavitation number
declines from 0.32 to 0.25 leading to a 28 percent decrease in the drag coefficient for a
30◦ cone cavitator. By increasing the Reynolds number, the cavity length is extended up to
322% for a 60◦ cone cavitator.
Keywords: natural cavitation, mass transfer, water tunnel, finite element method, drag
coefficient, axisymmetric cavitators

1.

Introduction

Cavitation is the formation of vapor bubbles within a liquid when the liquid pressure falls less
than the saturated vapor pressure while the fluid temperature remains lower than the boiling
temperature at ambient conditions. Cavitation phenomena are observed in many hydrodynamic
mechanical devices such as pumps, turbines, nozzles and marine propellers, which can significantly influence the performance of these devices. Cavitation may cause negative effects like
structural damages, noise production and power losses in plants, or generates positive effects
such as drag reduction of underwater moving bodies. However, for military purposes such as torpedoes, it is necessary to generate partially- or fully super-cavitating regime to reduce viscous
drag intentionally.
The cavitation phenomenon is divided into three stages. The initial form of cavitation is the
bubble stage which has destructive impacts on mechanical systems. Partial cavitation is another
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stage in which the cavity region covers some parts of the body. The last stage is supercavitation in which size of the produced cavity exceeds the characteristic length of the body. When
supercavitation occurs, the drag of the bodies surrounded by the cavity is reduced significantly.
This is due to reduction in the skin friction drag which depends on viscosity of the near-wall
fluid flow, where the vaporous pocket of supercavity surrounds the moving underwater body.
Supercavitation can also be divided into natural and ventilated cases. The natural supercavitation occurs when free stream velocity rises above a certain limit (U > 45 m/s at sea level, which
increases with submersion depth, or p∞ of the body. This phenomenon can also be achieved by
decreasing the ambient pressure p∞ , which is only feasible in cavitation tunnels.
The static hydrodynamic forces and the cavity shape associated with cavitators were modeled
by many researchers in the last decades (Logvinovich, 1969, 1980; Kuklinski et al., 2001; Vasin
and Paryshev, 2001; Wang et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2006; Chen and Lu, 2008; Deng et al., 2004).
In the recent years, most of the studies related to supercavitating flows have been carried
out numerically. Choi and Ruzzene (2006) explained stability conditions of a supercavitating
vehicle using the finite element method (FEM). Hu and Gao (2010) used the cavitation model of
Fluent software to simulate two-phase cavitating flows that contain water and vapor on axisymmetric bodies with disk cavitators. They showed that the vapor volume fraction and threshold
phase-change pressure within the cavity under the same cavitation number gradually ascends
as the Reynolds number increases. Huang et al. (2010) predicted the effects of cavitation over a
NACA66 hydrofoil. They combined state equations of the cavitation model with a linear viscous
turbulent method of mixed fluids in the Fluent software to simulate a steady cavitating flow.
Since most cavitating flows are implemented at high Reynolds numbers and under unsteady
conditions, a suitable turbulence model is required to provide an accurate estimate of cavitation. A variety of approaches, such as standard or modified two-equation turbulence models
(k − ε, k − ω), have been used to investigate the effects of turbulence on cavitating flows (Wu
et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2009, Huang and Wang, 2011; Phoemsapthawee et al., 2012). Large eddy
simulation (LES) is another approach used in numerical cavitation modeling recently (Wang
and Ostoja-Starzewski, 2007; Huuva, 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2010). Nouri et al. (2008)
used a modified version of the k − ε turbulence model to simulate unsteady behavior of the
cavity shedding and the re-entrant flow field. Park and Rhee (2012) studied the standard k − ε
and realizable k − ε turbulence models by selecting Singhal’s cavitation model at a cavitation
number of 0.3. They observed that the standard k − ε model was more efficient in capturing the
re-entrant jet than the realizable k − ε model.
In the past decade, several researchers have experimentally investigated supercavitating flows
around the bodies. Most of these studies focused on the shape of generated cavitation, velocity
and pressure distributions of the flow field as well as control and stability of supercavitating
vehicles. Lindau et al. (2002) studied a supercavitating flow around a flat disk cavitator. Beside general cavitating flows, many studies on supercavitating flows have been undertaken using
experimental and numerical methods. Experimental methods mainly rely on pressure measurements and image processing technology. Lee et al. (2008) studied ventilated supercavitation for
a vehicle pitching up and down in the supercavity closed region. Hrubes (2001) studied a supercavitating flow in underwater projectiles using image production and processing to examine
flight behavior, stability mechanism, cavity shape and in-barrel launch characteristics. Recently,
Li et al. (2008) studied the cavitating flow by the flow visualization technique using a high-speed
camera. They also measured details of the velocity field by the particle image velocimetry (PIV)
to validate the computational models. The shape properties of natural and ventilated supercavitation on a series of projectile were investigated experimentally by Zhang et al. (2007). Wu
and Chahine (2007) studied supercavitation on the back of a simulated projectile and measured
the properties of the fluid inside the supercavity. Hua et al. (2004) conducted an experimental
study on a cavitation tunnel with four axisymmetric bodies at different attack angles. Feng et
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al. (2002) studied behavior of a supercavitating and cavitating flow around a conical body of
evolution with and without ventilation at several attack angles. Zhang et al. (2007) performed
a series of projectile and closed-loop water-tunnel experiments to study shape properties of natural and ventilated supercavitation. Saranjam (2013) did an experimental and numerical study
of cavitation on an underwater moving object based on unsteady effects and dynamic behavior
of the body.
Most experimental studies on supercavitation have been performed in a closed-loop water
tunnel with only a few investigations examining the supercavitation flow in an open circuit water
tunnel. Also, many experimental studies have been performed to obtain detailed information on
the cavity shape (Fang et al., 2002; Saranjam, 2013, Ji and Luo, 2010; Ahn et al., 2010; Zou
et al., 2010). In this study, important supercavitation parameters including the shape of cavity,
formation and the drag coefficient of the cavitator are investigated experimentally in a semi-open
water tunnel complemented by a numerical analysis with the CFX software.
The paper is organized as follows: first a description of the physical problem followed by an
experimental and numerical analysis is presented. Then, the experimental and computational
results are presented and discussed. Finally, a summary of the results is given and the related
conclusions are drawn.

2.

Exprimental set-up

The experiments were conducted in a water tunnel located at the Marine Research Center of Iran.
The tunnel is a semi-open loop water tunnel with a maximum velocity of 40 m/s. The water
tunnel is equipped with a computerized control system, a high frequency data acquisitioning
system, DAS, and a high-speed camera. A schematic view of the components of the water
tunnel is shown in Fig. 1. The body of the model includes cone and cylindrical parts.

Fig. 1. A schematic view of the water tunnel. The figure is not to scale

The cavitating flow generated around the symmetric cone was investigated based on the
experimental observations carried out in a water tunnel. Figure 2a shows the test section, where
the cone cavitator is also placed. The test section has a cylindrical form with diameter of D and
a length of 5D (Fig. 2b). The side walls of the test section are made of plexiglas with a highly
smoothed surface. At the outlet of the test section, atmospheric pressure conditions occur and
the fluid flow is discharged into an open surface storage tank. This water tunnel also includes
a vertical cylindrical tank as the main water tank which is initially filled with pure water up
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to a certain level and then the remaining volume is charged with pressurized air. Depending on
the requested speed, the pressure of the air within the tank is varied. The model is attached to
an electronically-load cell mounted outside the test section. The model with the cone cavitator
is shown in Fig. 3. The base diameter of the cone cavitator is 10 mm and the cone angles for
the noses are 30◦ , 45◦ and 60◦ . The cone length of y0 is calculated according to the cone angle.
The Reynolds number (Re) based on the diameter of the test section changes from 1120000 to
1480000 relative to the stream velocity within the test section.

Fig. 2. (a) Test section of the water tunnel. (b) Dimensions of the test section

Fig. 3. A schematic view of the model and the position of pressure measurement cavities

The water tunnel was also equipped with some electronic pressure sensors to measure pressures in the flow. Five pressure sensors were used to gauge the pressure on the surface of the
cylindrical part of the model (Fig. 3) behind the cone cavitator. Two pressure sensors were
also placed inside the test section (P6) and the water tank (P7). The accuracy of sensors was
±0.01 bar. The output analog signals of the sensors were converted into digital signals via an
A/D card, and the digital results were finally recorded online. It should be noted that the frequency of data recording was 1000 Hz for all of the sensors in the experiments. The cavitation
profile formed around the cavitator was captured by a high-speed camera with a frame rate of
600 fps.

Fig. 4. Load cell mounted within the airfoil

To measure the drag force, an electronically-load cell of 49 N was mounted within a standard
airfoil at the outlet of the test section (Fig. 4). Also, as shown in Fig. 4, the connecting wires of
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the load cell and the pressure sensor were driven out of the water tunnel test section via that
airfoil.
To validate the experimental results of this study, the results of the cavitating flow around a
flat disk were compared with the results of Franc and Michel (2004). In Fig. 5, the results of the
present study for dimensionless cavity length (Lc/d) with respect to the cavitation number of the
flow are compared with the experimental data of Franc and Michel. As can be seen, the results
are in good agreement with their experimental data.According to Eq. (2.1), the theoretical value
of the blockage cavitation number is about 0.211, whereas the minimum value of the cavitation
number at the maximum velocity of the present tests is about 0.25. Since σblockage < 0.25, the
effect of blockage on the measured drag coefficient and cavity shape is expected to be negligible
σblockage =

Su2
−1
Sd2

(2.1)

where Su and Sd are the cross-sectional areas of the upstream and downstream regions of the
liquid flow, respectively.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the present experimental results with the results of Franc and Michel (2004)

One of the fundamental
dimensionless parameters for natural supercavities is the Froude
√
number, Fr = U∞ / gD. In these tests, the Froude number varies from 44.7 to 59 with the
cavitation number ranging between 0.25 and 0.36. Semenenko (2001), citing Logvinovitch (1973),
states that the effect of gravity can be significant if σv Fr < 2. Thus, at the present application,
there is no need to incorporate the gravity effects.

3.
3.1.

Mathematical models

Governing equations

In this study, a mixture-type multiphase-flow model based on the isotropic hypothesis for
the fluid along with the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are employed. The
mass and momentum conservation equations are solved numerically to obtain the velocity and
pressure fields. The mass, momentum, and volume fraction equations can be written as
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∂
∂ρm
+
(ρm ui ) = 0
∂t
∂xi
∂
∂
∂P
∂ h  ∂ui
∂uj i
∂
(ρm ui ) +
(ρm ui uj ) = −
+
µm
+
+
(τtij )
∂t
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
∂
∂
(ρv αv ) +
(ρv αv ui ) = m− − m+
∂t
∂xi

(3.1)

where αv is the vapor volume fraction, ρv is vapor density, ρl is liquid density and m− , m+ are
mass transfer rates related to evaporation and condensation in cavitation, respectively. The
density and dynamic viscosity of the mixture is calculated as
ρm = αv ρv + (1 − αv )ρl

µm = αv µv + (1 − αv )µl

(3.2)

The non-dimensional parameters of interest in this study, including the cavitation number, drag
coefficient and the Reynolds number, are defined as
σv =

P − Pv
1
2
2 ρl U∞

Cd =

Fd
1
2
2 ρl U∞ A

Re =

ρl U∞ D
µl

(3.3)

where Pv , Fd and A are the vapor pressure, drag force and area of test section, respectively.
3.2.

Turbulence model

The Reynolds stress can be modeled through the Boussinesq hypothesis according to the
following equation
τtij = µt

 ∂u

i

∂xj

+

∂uj  2 
∂uk 
− ρk + µt
δij
∂xi
3
∂xk

(3.4)

The standard k−ε turbulence model,which is based on the Boussinesq hypothesis with transport
equations for the turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate ε is adopted for the turbulence closure. The turbulent viscosity µt , is computed by combining k and ε as µt = (ρm Cµ k2 )/ε,
and the turbulence kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation are obtained from the transport
equations as follows
∂(ρm k) ∂(ρm uj k)
∂ h
µt  ∂k i
+
=
µ+
+ Gk + Gb − ρε − YM
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
σk ∂xj
∂(ρm ε) ∂(ρm uj )
∂ h
µt  ∂ε i
ε
ε2
+
=
µ+
+ Cε1 (Gk + C3ε Gb ) − Cε2 ρ
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
σε ∂xj
k
k

(3.5)

where Cµ is an empirical constant (0.09). Here, the model constants Cε1 , Cε2 , σk and σε are 1.44,
1.92, 1.0 and 1.3, respectively. The turbulent viscosity is used to calculate the Reynolds stresses
to close the momentum equations. To model the flow close to the wall, a scalable wall-function
approach has been adopted. The finite volume method is employed to discretize the integraldifferential equations. The second-order upwind scheme is applied to discretize the turbulent
transportation equations.
3.3.

Cavitation model

To model the cavitating flows, the two phases of liquid and vapor as well as the phase
transition mechanism between them need to be specified. In this study, a “two-phase mixture”
approach is introduced by the local vapor volume, which has the spatial and temporal variation
of the vapor function, as described by the transport equation together with the source terms for
the mass transfer rate between the two phases. Numerical models of cavitation differ in terms of
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the mass transfer term ṁ. The most common semi analytical models are the Singhal cavitation
model (2002), Merkle model (1998), Schnerr and Sauer model (2001) and Kunz model (1999).
In the present study, the cavitation model developed by Singhal et al. (2002) is used. The
source terms included in the transport equation define vapor generation (liquid evaporation)
and vapor condensation respectively. The source terms are functions of local flow conditions
(static pressure and velocity) and fluid properties (liquid and vapor phase densities, saturation
pressure and liquid vapor surface tension). The source terms are derived from the RayleighPlesset equation, where high-order terms and viscosity terms can be found according to Singhal
et al. (2002)
Vch
ṁ− = Cevap
ρl ρv
σ

s

s

2 pv − p ρl αl
3 ρl ρm

Vch
2 p − pv ρv αv
ṁ+ = Ccond
ρl ρv
(3.6)
σ
3 ρl
ρm
√
where Cevap = 0.02, Ccond = 0.01 and Vch = k, pv , σ and k denote the saturated pressure of
liquid, surface tension and turbulence energy, respectively.

4.

Numerical method

Numerical simulation (Ansys CFX 14) can be used to detect cavitation in the cavitation flow
around the cone cavitator. It is important to note that ANSYS CFX uses the CV-FEM (control
volume-finite element) method, with the latter having superior performance with the hexahedral
mesh than with the tetrahedral one, which tends to degrade the computing efficiency.
Given the application of the CV-FEM method in ANSYS CFX 14, the linearized momentum
and mass equations are solved simultaneously with an algebraic multi-grid method based on the
additive correction multi-grid strategy. The implementation of this strategy in ANSYS CFX has
been found to offer a robust and efficient prediction of the cavitation in pumps (Athavale et al.,
2002; Pouffary et al., 2003). The high resolution scheme is adopted in space discretization to
solve the differential equation as it has the second-order space accuracy.

5.

Computational domain and boundary condition

The domain of the problem and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 6.
The boundary conditions in the water tunnel are as follows:
• At the inlet, the velocity components, volume fractions, turbulence intensity and the length
scale are specified.
• At the outlet, the pressure, volume fractions, turbulence intensity and the length scale are
specified.
• The wall of the water tunnel and cavitator is assumed to be in no slip conditions.
The computational domain is 33d in length and 5d in diameter. To show the grid independency of the results, grids similar to that of Fig. 7 are used. Then, length and diameter cavity
fractions are calculated and plotted in Fig. 8 at four different nodes (N = 120 000, N = 340 000,
N = 530 000 and N = 720 000 nodes). It is observed that changes between the last two grids are
small, so the grid with N = 530 000 nodes is chosen for the present study.In the total domain,
the structural grid with 530 000 nodes is formed. Figure 9 shows a 2D view of the mesh near
the cavitator. Since the interaction between the near-wall flow and cavity should be taken into
consideration, the near-wall mesh of the test body is well refined to ensure non-dimensional
normal distance from the wall. The value of y + at the wall surface of the cavitator is smaller
than 100 (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 6. Boundary condition and domain extent. The figure is not to scale

Fig. 7. The structure grid near the body

Fig. 8. Variations in length and diameter of cavity fractions at four different nodes

6.
6.1.

Results and discussion

Drag coefficient

In this Section, the drag force and drag coefficient are investigated for different cavitators.
Figure 10 shows the drag force of the cavitator for 112 · 104 < Re < 148 · 104 . It is observed
that the drag force rises at a certain slope when velocity is increased. Generally, the drag is
divided into pressure drag and viscous drag. The pressure remains constant in the cavity, but
by decreasing the flow velocity, the pressure rises in the tip of the cavitator. Thus, as the flow
velocity decreases, the friction drag drops and the pressure drag rises. This leads to overall
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Fig. 9. Mesh near the cavitator

Fig. 10. Variation of the drag force found experimentally with the Reynolds number

reduction of the total drag. Finally, the drag coefficient goes up because variation in the square
of velocity is greater than the total drag reduction (Eq. (3.3)2 ).
Figures 11a and 11b indicate the experimental and numerical drag coefficients versus the
cavitation and Reynolds numbers for various cavitator angles. A detailed comparison between the
numerical results and available experimental data shows their good agreement for various angles
of the cavitator. The results suggestthat the drag coefficient declines when the Reynolds number
is increased. Figure 11b shows that at a constant Reynolds number, the drag coefficient increases
proportionally to a rise in the cavitator angle. Equation (3.3)1 illustrates the relation between
flow velocity and the cavitation number. In the range of Reynolds numbers tested, the cavitation
number variation is reduced with an increase in the cavitator angle (Fig. 11b). For 112 · 104 <
Re < 148 · 104 , by increasing the angle of the cavitator, changes in the cavitation number are
lessened, and the slope of the drag coefficient versus the Reynolds number is reduced. In other
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words, by increasing the angle of the cavitator, similar changes occur in the square velocity
and the drag force (Eq. (3.3)2 ). Also, changes in the drag coefficient and cavitation number are
similar for different cavitator types. For example, in a 60◦ cone cavitator, the cavitation number
variation is as small as the drag coefficient variations.

Fig. 11. Variation of the drag coefficient with the Reynolds number (a) and with the cavitation
number (b)

6.2.

Cavity shape

Figure 12 shows the effect of velocity variations on the cavity shape in the 30◦ cone cavitator.
The results indicate that the effect of velocity on the length of cavity is not significant. In Fig. 13,
the shape of cavity for different cavitators at the velocity of 37 m/s is displayed. The angle of
the cavitator can affect the shape and type of cavitation.
Figure 16 shows contours of the volume fraction and streamlines around the 30◦ cone cavitator. Figures 15 and 16 show contours of the pressure coefficient and turbulent eddy viscosity
of the fully developed cavitating flow around the 45◦ cone cavitator with the cavitation number
of 0.33. A comparison of Figs. 15 and 16 shows that the turbulent eddy viscosity is larger where
the cavity is closed as a result of the re-entrant jet. Also, it is observed that the cavity pressure
remains constant and where the cavity is closed, the pressure value peaks and then drops gradually. Thus, using this phenomenon, the length of cavity is estimated. For instance, when the
flow velocity is 32 m/s, the cavity length of the 30◦ cavitator will be 30.9 mm (Fig. 17).
The shape of the simulated cavity is compared with the one shown for the 30◦ cone cavitator
in Fig. 18. As can be seen, there is a good qualitative agreement between the experimental and
numerical results obtained using CFX.
The experimental and numerical results indicate that with an increase in the Reynolds
number, the maximum diameter of cavity rises to reach a nearly constant value. According
to Fig. 19a, the relationship between flow velocity and natural cavitation numbers is weakened
as the angle of the cavitator decreases. Moreover, the curve slope decreases as the Reynolds
number rises. For lower angles, the results reveal that the maximum diameter of cavity remains
constant as the cavitation number increases (Fig. 19b). For example, for 45◦ and 60◦ cavitators,
the variation in the maximal diameter of cavity is negligible because the cavitation number
variation is insignificant.
Figures 20a and 20b indicate the non-dimentionalized supercavity length for 30◦ , 45◦ and
◦
60 cone cavitators for which a comparison of the numerical and experimental results have been
made. Figure 20a shows that the increased Reynolds number enlarges the cavity length at a
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Fig. 12. Experimental results related to formation, evaporation, and condensation of supercavitation
around the 30◦ cone cavitator in the water tunnel under different velocities

Fig. 13. Experimental results related to formation, evaporation and condensation cavity at different
cavitators in the water tunnel at a velocity of 37 m/s; (a) 30◦ cone cavitator, (b) 45◦ cone cavitator,
(c) 60◦ cone cavitator

Fig. 14. Streamlines and water volume fraction contours around the 30◦ cone cavitator at the velocity
of 37 m/s
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Fig. 15. Pressure coefficient contours around the 45◦ cone cavitator

Fig. 16. Turbulent eddy viscosity contours around the 45◦ cone cavitator

Fig. 17. Cavity length of the 30◦ cone cavitatorat v = 32 m/s
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Fig. 18. The shape of the natural cavity from experiments and simulations at v = 28 m/s for the 30◦
conecavitator

Fig. 19. Variation of the maximum cavity diameter (a) with the Reynolds number and (b) with the
cavitation number for various types of cavitators

Fig. 20. Cavity lengths variation (a) with the Reynolds number and (b) with the cavitation number for
various types of cavitator
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constant slope.The length of the supercavity increases exponentially when the cavitation number
decreases (Fig. 20b). Also, by increasing the angle of the cavitator, the cavity length variation is
augmented. The results indicate that the cavity length is associated with the cavitation number
and flow velocity along with a number of other parameters like geometry of the cavitator. Note
that the cavitator length for higher angles rises significantly with an increase in the Reynolds
number. A comparison of the numerical and experimental results confirms the acceptable level
of accuracy.

7.

Conclusion

In this paper, the cavitating flow around some cone cavitators is studied both numerically and
experimentally. The experimental tests are carried out in a semi-open loop water tunnel. The
effects of the cone angle of cavitators, magnitude of the free stream velocity and the cavitation
number on the shape of the formed cavity and their drag coefficients are investigated.
To sum up, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• A good agreement is found between the numerical and experimental results, indicating
that the proposed method is capable of predicting the cavitating flow to calculate both
the cavity shape and its length.
• The cavity length is directly proportional to the cone angle of the cavitator. Thus, a way
to increase the cavity length is to increase the cone angles of the cavitators.
• The drag coefficient of bodies drops as the cavitation number decreases. The drag coefficient variation is similar to cavitation number variation. If the Reynolds number remains
constant, a decrease in the cone angle of the cavitator reduces the drag coefficient down
to approximately 40%. Also, by increasing the cavitation number from 0.25 to 0.32, the
drag coefficient is increased by 28% for the cavitator of 30◦ cone angle.
• The maximum diameter of the cavity shape and its length decrease as the cavitation
number increases. For a cavitator with a 60◦ cone angle, the reduction of the maximum
diameter and length of the cavity is 1.2 and 6.3 times greater than in the 30◦ cone cavitator
respectively.
• For a free-stream velocity of v = 28 m/s, the difference of cavity length for the three
cavitators is almost negligible (2.2 cm), but with an increase in the flow velocity, the
displacement of cavity length for the three cavitators is increased. The cavity diameter is
reduced as the flow velocity declines at a constant rate for the three cavitators. Also, by
increasing the Reynolds number from 112 · 104 to 148 · 104 , the cavity length increases by
about 95 to 375% for the 60◦ cone cavitator.
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